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Today it was raining. Yesterday it rained too.
I think also the day before that. In fact, I
think it’s rained for 2 weeks. So is the
English weather. However, today I decided I
am going running – in the rain. Sometimes
it’s hard to push the ‘inner couch slug’ out
the door. Sometimes you realise it’s no use
waiting for the rain to stop. Besides, its
summer, how harsh can it be!
I give myself the luxury of a walk up the hill
to warm up. 3rd layer comes off as I pass
people fully kitted out in all over waterproofs
and wellies. Then off I trot through Ashton
Court. Up the stony tracks, over the cool
long grass. No problem. Through Leigh
woods I weave my way through the trees on
the network of small tracks, jumping logs as I
go. I make it my aim to avoid any of the
main tracks opting for a softer more
interesting line through the trees. I pass
someone taking a picture of a huge
mushroom whilst his black Labrador stands
with its tongue lolling out its mouth. I’m
starting to feel pleasantly warm and am
slightly steaming from damp skin. In fact, I
can almost imagine that’s its tropical with
the squishy mud under my feet. I’m wet from
head to foot but I don’t care at this point. Ah,
that feeling of being alive and human. Now I
imagine that I’m She-ra*or Tarzan Jane
running through the jungle being chased by a
tiger …’or is that just the endorphins??

I head towards home back across the top of
Ashton court past the miniature railway track.
The green flag is up and a small crowd is
gathered to watch men coaxing their ‘steam
babies’ round the track with teaspoons of coal.
I wonder to myself whether there is any
moment in the day they don’t think about
steam engines. The hours and hours they must
spend lovingly tending to their pride and joy. I
guess a parallel can be drawn here to TACH
runners. For some of us, we are always thinking
of the next run.
*She-ra ‘Princess of Power’ is like the female
version of He-man. Both cartoon characters
from the 80’s. I think some of you will
remember them!
This issue I’ve tried to pull together from TACH
members why they run. I wanted to know why
people started running in the first place. Why
they keep running. What makes people then
start doing marathons or ultra- marathons. How
does running become an almost inseparable
part of people’s lives.
On top of this we have feedback from the TACH
treasure hunt, a few epic race reports (including
Lucien’s entertaining report on the 10 peaks
which looks more like a chapter from Lord of the
Rings), gear reviews and Simon’s top tips!

Round up of the
TACH Off-Road Treasure Hunt
By Chris Smart
The 2015 TACH Off-Road
Treasure Hunt took place on
27th August. The Event Centre
remained as the excellent
Miners Rest pub in Long Ashton,
which had proved a popular
location for the 2014 event.

I attempted to compensate for the limited route choice
to controls in the south-eastern quadrant by increasing
the score of several controls. In addition, the scoring
mechanism was further changed to double the score of
any control that was not visited by a team in 2014 and to
halve the value of a penalty point (to align more closely
with penalty values in Mountain Marathon score classes).

A couple of planning challenges
were thrown my way. The
construction of the South Bristol
Link Road has led to the closure
of a lot of footpaths and meant
that I had to make a large area
in the south-eastern quadrant
of the event area out of bounds
(the hatched area in the map
below). Then, the original date
of 6th August hit a problem
when a minor event, the Bristol
Balloon Fiesta Night Glow,
made access to a number of
controls in Ashton Court
difficult.

Twenty-five competitors took on the challenge of
navigating the hills, woods and fields around Long Ashton
– a 4% drop from the TACH ORTH heights of 2014. As in
2014, two classes were on offer - TACHKlets for solo
competitors and TACHBatch for pairs.

Despite the prominence of
ORTH in the TACH
calendar, it was impossible
to get the Night Glow
moved.

As the starting command was given, ten TACHBatch teams and five TACHKlets headed off in
various directions. Runners were ‘encouraged’ to stay within the allowable time of 90 minutes by
the deduction of half a point for every minute they were late back.
In order to generate a variety of route choice, a bonus point was on offer for any control that was
only visited by one team. The number of bonus points awarded increased from thirteen in 2014 to
seventeen this year. As in 2014 only eight controls, of the sixty-three on offer, received no visitors –
however, I was surprised that three of those controls were ones that were now worth two points.

The first teams back were well within the allowable time but only six teams avoided the
dreaded penalty points, again a mirror of the 2014 event. It is easy to underestimate how long it will
take to get back, especially when route choice is limited by out-of-bounds areas.
I had great assistance from David, Graham and Helen with timing the finishing teams, while I got on
with entering the data into the computer. In the TACHKlets class, the winner was Joe with 14 points,
while Tilly, the only competitor to venture into the south-eastern corner of the event area, was
runner-up for the second year running with 12 points. In the TACHBatch class the winners were Jack
and Tim, with an excellent 17 points, while Jeremy and Jonathan came second with 14.5 points. The
highest number of bonus points was 5 which was accumulated by Jeremy and Jonathan.
The winners each received a mini Smarts Traditional Gloucester Cheese – a Single Gloucester for
TACHKlets and a Double Gloucester each for TACHBatch.
TACHKlets
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Joe

14

1

2

Jack and Tim

17

2

0

Tilly

12

4

5

Jeremy and
Jonathan

14.5

5

0.5

Antony

11

0

0

Flying Faggs

12.5

0

0.5

Laura and Rob

11

0

0

Chris B

10

0

0
Sam and Pete

10

3

6

David H

9

1

4
Will and Rod

10

0

0

10

0

0

8.5

0

2.5

Matt and Sam

7.5

0

0.5

Liz and Emma

7.5

1

1.5

Luke and
Lucien
Simon and
Ivan

Gear Review: Rab Vapour-Rise Jacket

By Simon Whittle

Vapour-Rise tops come in a variety of styles, including jackets and smocks in regular and “lite”
weights and recently, stretch fabrics. The jacket being reviewed (complete with muddy dog prints) is
a standard men’s Vapour-Rise in “Shark” (or grey as we used to call it), with black underarm and side
panels. Women’s variants are also available.
Description
The jacket has a fleecy liner with a highly wind-resistant Pertex Equilibrium outer, which gives some
protection against showers. The two-way front zip has a storm flap and the cuffs have elasticated
Velcro adjusters. There are two mesh-lined zipped hand-warmer pockets, plus a chest pocket, which
has plenty of room for a wallet, phone or GPS, but can only accommodate about 2/3 of a 1:50000 OS
map. The zip-detachable hood has a wired peak, shock cord & toggles to tighten the sides and a rear
volume adjuster strap. Overall weight for a medium is 660g.
Fit and Comfort
The liner is only sewn at the edges of the jacket and it feels a little
odd at first, but you soon get used to it. If you are fussy about fit,
then it’s definitely worth trying one on before buying. The lower
arms are a trifle baggy, otherwise the fit (typically over a base layer)
is good. The fleecy liner is nice next to the skin and the
windproofing is impressive.
In use
This isn’t something you would normally wear whilst running, but
it’s fantastic afterwards, particularly if you are cold and wet, as the
fleece draws moisture away from your body and the Pertex helps evaporate it to the outside world. I
find mine perfect for dog walking on cold, damp days and the hood is very handy when you have
forgotten your hat. The pockets are well-positioned although I’m not a fan of the mesh vent lining
and would prefer fleece. The hood is excellent, with the close fit feeling really snug and moving well
with your head. In colder weather, the jacket also works really well under a lightweight down jacket
or vest. If you do run in it, the breathability is pretty good and I’ve even heard reports of ice from
condensed sweat forming on the outside in sub-zero conditions. The outer is surprisingly tough and
despite several attempts, Vic Spaniel still hasn’t shredded it.
Would I buy it again?
Definitely – in fact I was so impressed with mine that I bought one for Judith. It’s the almost perfect
post-run pub jacket: all that’s missing is the TACH logo.

Gear Review: EasyAcc Power Bank battery packs
In the good old days, all you needed was a spare “flat 4.5 V” battery for your Petzl Zoom
head torch. I’m even old enough to remember the ‘Pile Wonder’ combined hand and head torch,
which had an extension cable which you clipped onto one of those old heavy lantern batteries with
coiled spring contacts and stored in the top of your rucksack. Today, with handheld or wrist worn
GPS, tablets smartphones and even smart watches, there’s often need to re-charge when travelling
or even in the field. The GPS chips embedded in phones place an extra load on the phone battery
and using the phone for calls or automatic tracking in remote locations a long way from a mast
requires higher transmit power, which can drain the battery in a few hours. There’s a wide range of
solutions to this problem, at a wide range of prices. Some external packs seem to only half-charge
your phone, and some are reported to be prone to bursting into flames, but I’ve found these two
packs (available from Amazon) work well and offer good value.

Description
The two packs are of similar shape similar differing only in size, weight, capacity and number of
outputs:



5000 mAh pack: 117 x 64 x 13 mm, 132g. One output rated at 1.5 A max
10,000 mAh pack: 134x 71x 16 mm 237 g. One output rated at 1.5 A max; one output rated
at 2.1 A max

The USB outputs allow standard charging cables to be connected to phones, small tablets, watches
and even some Petzl headtorches, with the second output on the larger pack being suitable for large
tablets such as iPads. What is very neat is that the charging input is micro-USB, so for most people
with non-Apple devices, you can flip your cable around to plug the battery into a normal phone
charger. A small push-button allows charge level to be checked (1 to 4 blue LEDs).

In use
After an initial charge, the packs are ready to go. Although they do slowly lose charge over time,
mine still seem to light up 3-4 bars after a few months of storage. The smaller pack is about the
same size as my phone (IPhone 5s in photo above) and can be strapped behind the phone with a
rubber band and connected with a short USB cable to keep the phone running (with GPS operating)
for well over 24 hours (ideal for use as the tracker during The Sunchase). The larger pack is
noticeably heftier and I’d rather avoid carrying it, but it is ideal for longer trips or charging
everyone’s phones at Glastonbury. A typical phone can be charged 2-3 times from the smaller pack
and 4-6 times from the larger pack.
Would I buy them again?
Definitely – they work well, are reliable and represent good value. The smaller pack is around £10 at
Amazon and the larger around £15. Prices do seem to vary and there are now also other variants
with lower or higher capacity. Just search for “EasyAcc and take your pick.

Gear Review – Ortlieb Map Cases
For runs which require maps or instructions for navigation, most people quickly learn that some
form of map case is pretty much essential. A clear plastic bag will do, but a sealed case with a cord to
tie it to your pack is much better. I’ve had OS maps “dissolve” on a wet country walk and I have lost
my map to the wind on top of the Brecon Beacons in thick mist and had a minor epic finding the way
down. In my experience Ortlieb cases are an effective and long-lasting solution.

Description
The cases are available in arrange of sizes and made from an almost clear, very flexible silicone
rubber, which might feel a bit “pervy” if you are that way inclined, although it does make them

easier to grip. All have a fold-over top with a Velcro closure, making them proof against the worst
weather. Two holes in the reinforced top strip allow a cord to be fitted.
In Use
Over time, I have accumulated a large case (approx. 460 mm x 300 mm), an A4+ case and an A5+
case, all of which have had heavy use. I did also have a medium size case, ideal for OS 1:5000
Landranger maps, but after many years, the plastic became less clear, the Velcro came unglued and
the rubber started fracturing. To be fair, it had survived many trips, a lot of sunshine, and lasted a lot
longer than my previous “plastic” map case.
The large case is ideal for OS 1:25000 Explorer maps, whilst the A4+ case is ideal for route
descriptions or home-printed maps. The A5 case could be used to keep guide books dry, although
you’d need to open it up to read the book. You can easily squeeze a compass in any of them.
Would I buy them again?
I would definitely buy the larger two cases, but the A5+ case is a bit small unless you want to keep
flipping it over to follow an A4 map sheet. Prices vary from around £10 to £18 depending on size.

So, what makes us turn up every Thursday night and run around the
countryside? through the summer, that’s easy, but also when its dark,
freezing cold or raining in the winter. Some say it’s the social and the beer at
the end. This is clearly part of the package! But there’s something else.
Something fundamental, something deep within us that makes us start
running in the first place and keeps us running. For some, this turns into feats
I find hard to get my head round…marathons, ultramarathon,
megamarathons…the world!
If I think about why I run there are so many
reasons. It’s the sheer joy of being able to, to
experience what my body is capable of, as
opposed to just sitting on my butt in an
office or watching tele. This isn’t really what
our bodies are designed for is it!
Then it’s the sheer freedom of it. Life is full
of routine, rules, responsibilities, worries
and white noise and a lot of the time our
whole beings are centred around what’s
going on in our heads. Running is both an
escape and a grounding activity.

It’s my chance to be who I am and feel truly
human again. To feel the ground beneath my
feet and experience the elements; the rain,
wind and sun. Just like an animal. That’s
what we are at the end of the day.
As the blood starts pumping our bodies are
infused with oxygen and feel good
endorphins. As I run I put things into
perspective again and gain inspiration. It’s
great to share this truly natural and real
experience of best life has to offer with
other runners.

Here’s what Jo Hussey has to say….
I run because it excites me - every run is an adventure! Particularly when there might
be a mountain, a new trail, a remote area or spectacular scenery involved. However
even without these, the challenge of a steep climb, a hard effort, a great distance, a
technical decent, weather extremes or just appreciation of seasonal changes on a
well-trodden track can make any run exhilarating.
When it all comes together; when I am alone, galloping down a rocky crag on a
blisteringly hot day, there is nothing like it - that is the beauty of running for me!
Of course not every run will be exciting; every so often there will be an off-day, a
boring route or it just doesn’t feel right. These are the times I try to embrace the
other benefits of running - the time to think or the pick-me-up at the end, and
sometimes you just have to put the miles in so you can get more out of a run on
another day.

Tim Johnson….
Way back in 2001 I had a car crash which at one point left me so weak that it took
me 5 minutes to climb a single flight of stairs. At that moment I determined I’d get
fit. No smart goals around that, but just baby steps in my recovery. Could I get to
the letter box at the end of the road? – and back! Little by little, bit by bit, I went a
bit further and a little faster. I started power walking, and then jogging. Jogging
eased into running, and someone told me about a running club. At the running club I
met more people and it kept the habit of running going, particularly on cold dark
winter nights. People talked about races so I did some of those too, first a 10L then a
half marathon and eventually the London Marathon. There is something magical
about getting progressively fitter, however slowly, it helps uplift everything.
However life has a habit of getting in the way and I let running take a lass significant
role in my life, and following a few personal challenges I recently moved to Bristol to
start a new chapter in my life. I was introduced to TACH and this rekindled my love
of running. Running out in the countryside, with interesting routes with breath
taking views, great company and a well-earned pint afterwards gets pretty close to
being magical. This inspires me to run most days now, and as the pounds fall off the
mind and body feel lighter and happier. All because of a few hours running!

Helen King…....because I can.
For most of my 20s I had back problems as a result of a car driver pulling out in front
of me when I was cycling in Liverpool. Roughly once every 10 months I'd get a slipped
disc in my lower back. I could still be active between episodes and regularly played
hockey and rugby but I couldn't run for more than two minutes or so at a time. After
about 5 years of this, a chiropractor spotted the problem, my sacro iliac joint was out
of whack; she put it back in place and I've never had a slipped disc since. However, it
took about 10 years or so for my muscles to realign themselves and get back to
normal. Dave got me into running in my early 30s and I've been getting stronger ever
since.
I run (and I run with TACH) because it's fun, the feeling of freedom makes me feel
like a child again, because I just loving moving my body (dancing, running, jumping
up & down for joy), because it has brought me so many wonderful friends, it has
opened up so many possibilities and adventures, it challenges and rewards me, it
comforts and consoles me, it helps me cope with grief, anxiety & depression, and
now it defines a really important part of who I am. But, above everything, I run just
because I can :-)

Sam’s 1st Half!
What on earth possessed me to enter a Half
Marathon? I have to confess I've asked myself that
question lots over the last few weeks. I went on my first
running weekend with TACH to recce part of the Butcombe
Trail and completed what was (at that point) my longest
run ever. Nine miles over the Mendips, the high was
amazing! Being quite new to running it was a massive
achievement, I was so pleased with myself. The following
week while still buzzing from the weekend I entered the
Half. I told myself if I could do the hills then I could do a flat
13.1 miles easily (amazing
how good you feel on that
high!).

Finished!

Right now, feet back firmly
on planet earth and..

..all I've given myself is just over 2 weeks to
train for a Half Marathon.
There is a two and a half hour cut off which means there is
no slacking, no time to walk the last few miles and my
husband and children will be waiting at the finish. Did I tell
you that I only gave myself just over 2 weeks? Why did I do
that? I'd much rather be cheering Matt on! Ok, get on with
it!
The training, or lack of has been very quick. I had
thankfully been for my normal evening runs on the
Tuesday (4.4 miles) and Thursday (3.6 miles) and so the
Ready for my first ever half marathon!
Sunday had to be my longest run before I immediately
tapered. I went for 10.6 miles which I enjoyed for the most part but that last 2.6 hurt! Matt
advised me on my upcoming runs so I kept my Tuesday night the same but only did 3 miles
on the Friday. My Sunday run, with one week to go was meant to be 7 miles but I totally
misjudged the route and ended up doing 9.13 miles. The last couple of miles to our house
was up hill, hard, hurt, caused a quite a few tears and left me thinking I had no chance of
finishing a Half Marathon.

A 'Taper Tantrum' apparently..
thanks for the warning! My understanding of a taper week has been a bit off. I thought less
miles, same speed but I came home from my 4.4 mile run on Tuesday all excited that not

only had I run it faster than ever (including those hills) but that I'd broke my fastest mile
record. Um no, I've now been informed it's meant to be slow, I'm meant to go easy on my
legs. That Britney Spears song springs to mind 'Oops I did it again' so I behaved Thursday
morning, a nice slow 3 miles. Who would have thought it would feel so hard to run 12
minute miles, I felt like I wasn't going anywhere! Next stop half marathon!

Race day!

I've never
been so nervous in my life. By
the time I got to the start line
I was feeling a bit better and
then I didn't have any time
left to worry about it. My
plan paid off for the first 6
miles. I know I can keep up 10
minute miles for that long so I
hoped it would bank me
enough time for the last 7.1
miles.
I was so determined not to go over the 2 1/2 hour time limit. I felt fine up until 7 miles but
found the constant stream of cars speeding up behind me in the lanes quite scary. I stopped
on verges quite a lot to let them past whereas as others in front kept going. I saw footpaths
and trails and wondered why I couldn't run them instead. Mud is so much more fun than
traffic! By the 9th mile I was really struggling. I had a stitch and found running
uncomfortable, by the 10th I had to walk. It was doubling me up if I tried to run so by that
point I decided a finish was good enough. I walked most of the next 2 miles hoping to walk
through the pain and then started a run / walk as it eased.

I have never been so glad to see the end. I ran the last to the finish
and crossed the line in 2h 27m 23s (by my watch). Feel so proud of
myself, but not enough to enter another one quite yet!
Sam Milkins

So how do

you

manage to run 29
miles with over
3,259 ft of climb
Cathy?

Uphill to Wells
By Cathy Fagg

At the Draycott checkpoint:
Me: “I’m sick. I’m quitting.”
Andy: “You're not. Keep going.”
Me: “Give me coffee.”
A few sips of hot black coffee from Andy and a couple of strawberries from Emma and I ran
on, knowing that deep down I would cover the ground to Wells whether I ran, walked or
crawled my way there.
As I ran-walked through Draycott I took stock of the race so far. I love long races because
they are so simple; just me, the ground, and all the people who are part of the race.

Everyday demands are put away and all my experiences are direct,
unmediated by cars or computers.
And it was a day to experience. At the start, Weston looked lovely; the tide was in, the
beach freshly combed, and a slight haze made the air sparkle. At the 11am start I set off
steadily, enjoying the company of Bruce, Sam, Liz and Luke over the first flat miles until Liz
and Luke pulled away, running the first hill while the rest of us walked. It was shaded and
the ground-air still cold. By the time we were striding up to Wavering Down the sun was
hard on our backs, the sweat streaming off us.

Running down through Kings Wood I felt strong and keen. I kept pace with Margherita a
Frampton Cotterell runner; she was faster than me on the uphills and I fought to keep up
with her, driven by my competitive urge rather than my own response to the ground. I lost
touch with how I was until, on Rowberrow Warren, she pulled away from me. I realised I
was flagging; time for drink and some more food. I could not face anything solid so I sipped
on a gel.

At the top of Rowberrow Warren I had gut cramps so sharp they took my breath away; I
could not run and it hurt to stand still. I walked until the pain passed, but it left me drained.

I saw a group of people at the side of the road and thought it was a
car crash. As I got closer I could see they were runners; it was just the
third checkpoint.
Within sight of other runners I got running – pride is primal, and the encouragement of
others kept me going.

I felt part of the race again and jogged
steadily across Piney Sleight Farm down
towards Cheddar, swinging left before the
town to enjoy a shady, easy path. But that
path leads to another long climb. I started
bravely but each skyline was just another
twist in the hilI. I felt exhausted by the top;
even the descent down to Draycott felt
formidable. I contemplated dropping out; in
my mind I was barely half way and the rest
of the route stretched to a sun-baked
infinity. I promised myself I would stop at
Draycott. That was all I could think about
until Sam caught up with me just before the
Draycott checkpoint where Andy and Emma
were waiting.

“I’m sick” I said, “I’m quitting.” It felt true
until I said it. Actually I was thirsty, hungry,
tired and fed-up. A slug of coffee, a bit of
food and encouragement and I was on my
way. I knew this ground; I could do the rest
of the run.
From Draycott there is only one big hill. The
road is called Sun Batch; it is straight, hard,
and shadeless, but at the top the fields are
level. I ran-walked until I’d recovered from
the hill, the relay runners shouting
encouragement as they past. Then as the
sun sank lower in the sky and the
temperature eased, I ran.

I made it to Priddy. Every time I run through
Priddy there is a party. Through the crowds I
saw Emma and Chris. I soaked up their
encouragement and gulped a bit more
coffee. As soon as I was out of the village I
ran, across the fields, then down, dodging
round the steps of Ebbor Gorge, and on
through Wookey. The distances felt shorter
now that I was moving better and after one
brief climb there was nothing left to do but
lean forward and stumble down to Wells
Cathedral. It was bliss to be cheered in and a
joy to see others finish, celebrating Judith’s
hundredth marathon.
If someone had asked me then, as my body
worked through its post-run dis-ease, if I
would run it again my response would have
been short and vulgar. Today I’d say, “Yes! It
was beautiful. I loved it.” Two weeks have
given me a perspective on the physical and
emotional struggles. I want to understand
why my mind and body struggled so hard in
such beautiful surroundings, and how to stay
true to my pace, my relationship with the
ground.

Every long race I’ve ever done has had its
moment when I’ve reached a perceived limit
and found a way through. Other people’s
encouragement makes all the difference,
disrupting destructive thought-loops and
bringing me back to bigger, more generous
ways of being. For me long runs are not
about speed or distance; I only like these
measured achievements when they flatter
me. I do long runs because they disrupt the
noise of everyday demands and bring me
back to myself. For me, it’s about that
moment at Draycott. Deep down it’s about
getting through the struggle, being human,
feeling connected to myself and others. It’s
about being part of the ground and knowing
that the ground is part of me; being
grounded.

What drove
you to run 100
marathons
Judith?

Doing the ton
By Judith Chubb-Whittle

Unfortunately, this has nothing to do
with taking the French Riviera roads
by storm in an Aston Martin but
running in the region of 2771 miles or
582 hours on less than attractive feet.
I know there are people out there who have
done more miles, under far more difficult
circumstances and in much better times and
styles but I’m just me and I’ve lumbered my way
to my goal. What’s made the journey fun is all
the people I’ve met along the way, especially the
off road crew who, on the whole, run with a
much more social and supportive running
etiquette. The British scenery is so varied and
special, we have the most wonderful coastline
around the UK. I like coastal running not just
because navigation tends to be a no-brainer, if

your feet are wet, you’ve gone wrong, but the
sheer wildness and isolation.
So Laura wants to know what inspired me.
Well, I started running with Somer some years
back, in my early forties, never thought I would
ever be good enough to run with a club but
they were very welcoming. A couple there, Jean
& Roy Meredith, well into their 60’s, were
aiming for the 100 Marathon Club but
inspiration for me was that they are
unassuming, ‘normal’, not testosterone driven
runners happy to plug in the earphones and
barge folks out of the way, but a quiet,
considered couple happy to encourage and I
thought ‘Maybe I could do a marathon…’

Training for my first marathon was horrid, it hurt.
At mile 13 as I sighed pretty
I had chosen Snowdonia Marathon, which is a beauty as road heavily trying to think positive
marathons go, but it means road training. Pounding out the thoughts, a guy run up beside me
miles to programme, the pain lessened by sharing it with ‘also and said
marathon virgin’ Tracey. Unsurprisingly we did a lot of talking &
getting to know each other, story sharing, the miles dissipating ‘You are not stopping let’s
in our path.
do this together’.
I had no intention of stopping but
he was a god send. He must have
been ex SAS I worked out during
our run, plenty of war wounds
lurking and we worked through
the miles together until the Bwlch
[the final ascent] when his
wounds got the better of him and
he wanted to walk. I knew if I
walked the pain would be worse
so I ran up the Bwlch fighting back
the tears of frustration, I would
not be defeated now. Up, over
the top to drop, down into the
village. The tears did come ever so
quietly in my solitude or so I
thought, only to be snapped by a
Come the glorious day of Snowdonia I was photographer who had been in
carrying a bit of a foot injury, I had stepped hard onto a the process of dismantling his
stone during the Mendip Muddle two weeks beforehand. The camera. It’s the only running
discomfort was useful in dispelling the nerves. If you’ve run photo of me I have ever liked. As I
Snowdonia you’ll know the first 4 miles are UP the Llanberis rounded the church yard into the
Pass. As I got to the top of the pass my footpain changed to village I could hear the finish line
something a little more serious and there was a squelchy commentator saying 1 minute to
movement. Guessing what had happened I decided that I’d go to get under 5 hours. I had so
take every mile as it came, I was determined that I had to wanted to get in under 5 hours at
complete the marathon somehow because then I’d never have the very least but I knew it wasn’t
going to happen. But I finished,
to do another one.[ Yeah right].
5.01 I think, no need to do a
marathon again I thought.

So I did take every step as it came with its
associated discomfort.

The next day it was obvious that I
needed a little visit to Bangor
A&E. So pleased were the staff
not to be dealing with some drunk
after a night on the tiles [if only
they knew], I was treated royally,
no dressing down for not going

earlier. I left the hospital sporting a very nice to the knee purple plaster cast with my fracture x-rays
tucked under my arm for the consultant at the RUH. A medal AND a plaster, result!

The real result is that I have always known since that day that if I
could do what I did that day I have it in me to have a go at
anything, apart from picking up spiders in the bath or ice
climbing with Simon!

So it came to pass and
now I have reached the
ton. I’m not stopping yet
but I feel I can pick &
choose my challenges.

I love back to backers, they are a great mental challenge, have a
look at the VOTWO 3 day coastals, you may well see a certain
Ms Prosser dancing over the cliffs ahead of you or for one day
events the LDWA self-navigate events, cheap as chips but take
you to places you wouldn’t normally go and you can eat your
own bodyweight in cakes if that’s your thing!
I like the Midsummer Malvern, Cotswold Challenge, Bath Beat,
Pewsey Downs around or the Rhondda Rollercoaster.
A cheeky little Ras Dewi Sant, starts the season off nicely I find
and my absolute favourite is the Uphill to Wells, just feels like
you are running home. To have my hundredth at that race this
year was just the best, running over the line to TACH smiling
faces was just fantastic, Vic the spaniel at my side [ he only ran it
to see Liz Noakes] and Ivan completing his first ultra and my
niece Julia, her first marathon & ultra supported by Mark Finn,
an occasional runner to TACH.

Whatever you do, enjoy it. If it doesn’t go according to plan it doesn’t
really matter, the next time will be better.
So now to new
challenges,
looks
like Liz & I will be
doing the Cotswolds
100 next June, I may
be some way behind
her but I’ll get there.
Happy running
folks!

THE BRECON BEACONS 10 PEAKS
Has the phrase “It’ll be a right royal giggle!” ever been uttered in your ear on a TACH Thursday
night? Well, Mr Bazley, your powers of persuasion always seem to work (at least on me). Once again
that racing seed was sown, and after subsequent late-evening discussions at the Hillgrove Cider Club,
Graham and I agreed that we would definitely enter the Clif Bar 10 Peaks’ long course in the Brecon
Beacons, taking place on the 5th of September. Can I do it? Can I get round it? Memories of feeling
broken and very disenchanted with running for months after the Yorkshire Three Peaks Challenge
force to me consider whether it’s a sensible thing to do. Well, I weighed it up and thought that
although it would be the hardest running challenge I’d yet faced, I also knew that my head needed a
real mental blast – a clear of the cobwebs, if you will. As for my legs and so on, I was quietly aware
that the longest run or race that I had done this year was the Big Cheese in Cheddar (only 15 miles).
So what exactly is the Clif Bar 10 Peaks ultra? Well, Clif Bar put on a set of ultras in the Lake District
and the Brecon Beacons in June and September respectively. There is a choice of long or short
routes in both locations and also an extreme version in the Lake District (maybe next year …). These
races are self-navigating, so require good navigation in all weathers and in the dark but GPS devices
are allowed. Route choice is entirely up to you but you must “dib in” on every peak in the correct
order and at every manned checkpoint.
The Brecons long course is quoted as a 90 km (56 miles) mountain ultra with 4800m (up and down
Mont Blanc!) to be completed within 24 hours. Whilst the title suggests ten peaks, in reality there
are twelve since the short course shares a big chunk of the long course. The race organisers quietly
remind you of the fun to be had (I love the use of the word “conquer” here):
Here are the details of the Peaks that you will encounter, and the order in which you must
conquer them –
1 Fan Fawr, 734 metres
2 Fan Llia, 632 metres
3 Fan Brycheiniog, 802 metres
4 Bannau Sir Gaer, 749 metres
5 Fan Gyhirych, 725 metres
6 Fan Nedd, 663 metres
7 Fan Frynych, 629 metres
8 Pen y Fan, 886 metres
9 Cribyn, 795 metres
10 Fan y Big, 719 metres

Obviously not all of the climbs are enormous or gruelling, but to get a feel for the terrain the course
profile looks like this:

Extra mandatory peaks

4 Bannau Sir Gaer
3 Fan Brycheiniog
5 Mount Doom 7 Fan Frynych
2 Fan Lila
6 Fan Nedd

8, 9, 10 Pen y Fan,
Cribyn, Fan y Big

1 Fan Fawr

CP 1
CP 2

CP 4

CP 5

The un-named peak

CP 3 – Chilli, cake and fancy dress

So how does one prepare for such an event? Obviously feeling reasonably fit from the 2015kx365
challenge (3k every day in 2015) would help, but ideally I should have run some long events in the
summer leading up to September, and I hadn’t. For me the most important thing was recce-ing the
entire route; without that, having to make constant route decision choices and map checks would
have added to the mental fatigue on race-day itself. Fortunately I had time on my hands as I had
been made redundant in May, so once I had paid my entry fee then recce-planning swiftly ensued …
As you can see from the map below the course is a “circular” one starting in the east at the Talybont
reservoir and heads way out west in to the Y Mynydd Du (Black Mountain) area before returning
home to a welcoming tent a day later (each grid square represents one square kilometre) …

I decided I would mentally break the route up in to three sections: East section - Talybont to Pont Ar
Daf/Storey Arms (twenty-ish miles), middle Section - Pont Ar Daf to Check Point 2 and back (about
15 miles), and the big
western section from Check Point 2 to Bannau Sir Gaer, over Mount
Doom (more about that later) and back.
So something like six weeks before the race I park up at the Talybont reservoir on a cool, damp and
cloudy day. I’m feeling quite good and expecting this section to be a doddle; after all I had run the
short course in 2013. I had suitable clothes and enough water and food. And a compass. What could
possibly go wrong? Off we go: feeling good, feeling hot but light. Over the first peak, through the
peat bogs and down and up to Twyn Mwyalchod (short course peak 2). Man,
CP 4 I think my 365
challenge has helped a lot – I’m feeling quick, I’m eating correctly (lovely pastrami and sauerkraut
wraps!) and all is well. I reckon I can get round this loop in only five hours, maybe four-and-a-half?

(Yeah, right). Onwards up towards Corn Du and now a fast descent down the “motorway” path to
Pont Ar Daf (I fancy a cup of tea from the snack van). Skirt round the walkers, leap over the jagged
stones, zip round more walkers, leap over the jagged st,… clip *Bang* Shit, I’m down (#@!#!). So I
gingerly push myself up from the path wondering what exactly I haven’t bashed on my left-hand side
and find I can barely put weight on my left hand. Stand up, shake out, dust down and admire the
small holes in my OMM jacket (bugger). Now I’m not feeling so super-duper as I gently jog down to
find that cup of tea that I now really need. The lady in the snack van comments on my hand: “It’s a
bi’ t’yellow, I reckon you’ve broken that, see?” I’m not convinced myself but it is starting to throb
and make me feel a bit nauseous and for a moment I don’t feel like running any more today. I don’t
have a lot of choice though really as I need to get back to my car via the big peaks.
So after tea, gel and a wrap I haul my sorry-self off the nice stone wall and head off towards
Checkpoint 5 at the Storey Arms. Whilst this race stipulates that competitors must reach each and all
of the peaks in the correct order, any route can be taken across the mountains (with certain
restrictions). From the Storey Arms the suggested route is up another path to Corn Du then on to
Pen y Fan so I decide to see what this path is like and head up towards the cloud, wind and drizzle on
Corn Du. This path is crap! Why bother ascending (to Y Gyrn) then lose the elevation by dropping to
a stream (Blaen Taf Fawr) then re-ascending again? No, I shan’t be taking this route on race day. The
climb up to Corn Du now feels hard (my mental sails feel windless after my tumble) and the weather
is awfully gusty and damp on the top of Corn Du so I decide to get off as quick as possible without
looking at the map or compass – it’s dead easy to find the path to Pen y Fan, right? Wrong! Down
and along I go and it’s good going as it’s not too steep … but it does seem to be shallower than I
expected, surely I should be rising up a steep climb to Pen y fan shortly? On and on I go and I still
haven’t got to Pen y Fan. Oh well, maybe it just seems like a good distance because the “clag” is
down (ask Antony for alternative definitions for “The clag”). I pass some familiar faces I saw earlier:
walkers I had passed on the ridge from Twyn Mwyalchod (short course mandatory peak 2) – what
are they doing here? They must have got slightly lost. Ah good, the clouds are clearing … so where’s
Pen y Fan? It should be in front but this ridge is almost flat … what the hell.. oh bugger I must be on
one of the ridges north of Pen y Fan and Cribyn and am heading NORTH! Really? Should I carry on
(I’d have to run to Brecon and get a taxi), should I go back up … where the hell am I?! At last, good
visibility. And I can see a reservoir down and to my right. A reservoir. The reservoir: the bloody
Upper Neuadd Reservoir. Okay, I’ve messed up here and gone south so I’m not going to get to recce
Pen y fan and Cribyn … so, just reverse your earlier route – at least that’s easy (note to reader –
blasé assumption alert!). The picture below says it all!:

Correct return
route

Idiot’s
return
route

Outbound
route

Down to the lower reservoir and a jog up one last hill and I’m home (ha ha!)! I know, let’s cut the
corner off a bit to make it quicker. Where am I? It’s the curse-of-the-clag and I can’t see owt again.
Wander about, wander about. Bogs bogs and more bogs but still not reached the ridgeline. A bit cold
and quite dejected now … use your compass fool! Okay, so all I need to do is head east and I will be
fine. Oh, I’m there on the map, right, still a good way to go and my hand, arm, hip and shoulder hurt.
Plod plod plod plod, down down and down some more, past Carn Pica and Twyn Du and I finally
reach my car. I’m fed up and wondering if this mountain-lark is such a good idea. I need to be able to
navigate properly on race day as I will not be able rely on good clear weather alone to get me
through. Had I taken a bearing on Corn Du I would have gone north-east and not south!
Lesson Number 1 has been learned: When the clag is down use the damn compass properly!
So a few weeks later I decide (last minute) to go and recce what I consider to be the unknown
western section (I had run the short course in 2013 so was supposed to remember everything east of
Checkpoint 2). Helen King joins me for the day and we park up at Checkpoint 2 – the plan is to follow
the course fully out westwards and return back via Checkpoint 4 and Sarn Helen (the roman road).
Navigation is fairly straightforward until Check Point 3 (Penwyllt) and the terrain is not too taxing
and mostly runnable: grass trail, a little mud and a few stones – not unlike the easy parts of a TACH
Thursday night run! The taxing climb up to Bannau Sir Gaer is probably the second toughest on the
route; although the hardest gradient is on the first un-runnable (at least for us) section, the climbing
still continues right up to Bwlch Giedd ... and then a sting in the tail up to the trig point at Fan
Brycheiniog (Peak 3).

Helen suffers from an amusing medical condition know as Trigpointmounttitus – the picture below
explains it all:

Looking east from Bwlch Giedd (below peak 3)
Mount Doom

Pen y Fan (18 km away)

A Helen

Mount Doom

The unnamed peak

Llyn y Fan Fawr

Where’s the car again?

Yee-ur be putrid sheep

Selfie time on Bannau Sir
Gaer (peak 4)

A small dip takes us up to the westernmost point on the course at Peak 4, Bannau Sir Gaer (Picws du)
that commands an excellent view and an excuse for a double-selfie. By now, I’m feeling a little
happier about the route; there is something mentally reassuring about reaching the farthest point
and feeling that you are now “heading for home (car)”. In terms of the entire route, this is further
than halfway; whether that will be comforting on race day has yet to be seen …
Right Helen, let’s crack on. Crikey, this descent down to the Llyn y Fan Fawr lake is steep and rocky
but at least it gets us down quick. And the section down to the road requires careful navigation to
just keep left of the stream. Now, whilst some detail is necessarily omitted on a 40:0000 scale
Harvey Map compared with a 25:000 scale OS map, certain essential route-finding features are
cleverly marked on the former – two useful marked boulders indicated our change of bearing here!

Is that Mordor over yonder?

Two
boulders!
The precioussssss
never lies …

On descending to the road by Afon Tawe (river) we are reminded of a cheeky unnamed peak
between us and the impending scramble up Mount Doom. Okay, “Mount Doom” is my name for the
ominous looking Fan Gyhirych (peak 5) that has been mocking us with its gnarly grimace (I seem to
recall that Matt Milkins referred to this gentle slope as “a bit of a bastard”). Upon reaching the
location of Check Point 4, we stop for a refuel (banoffee Torq gel and meaty wrap) and crane our
necks up the slope of Mount Doom to consider our fate (fiery and rammed with orcs, no doubt).
Foot-high tufty moss and grass steps make for slow process but gradually we conquer a few false
summits and arrive at the top – the awesome view north provides a real visual feast:
Summit view from Mount Doom (Peak 5)

(Partial) civilisation

Jezab
el

Cray Reservoir
Tinkerbe
lle

The Dark Lord of
Merthyr

Frodo
Baggins
Michelle, ma
belle

A slightly boggy descent out of Middle Earth leads to a wide stony track and a rest for wet feet,
before descending to start of the next climb up to Fan Nedd (Peak 6). We reach a cairn at what
appears to be the summit, swallow some more food and rapidly descend through boggy terrain
(Helen has the King-turbos engaged at this point) to the road above Maen Lila. After many different
views of Pen y Fan in the distance, we finally lose slight of this behemoth as we pick our way through
more pondy peaty marsh to try and locate Sarn Helen (the roman road). I was not looking forward to
this section as I recall it feeling like railway ballast underfoot (from the 2013 short course race), but
this time it felt like a blessing after so many miles of wet bog. A couple of miles on the road takes us

back to the car and a welcome change of socks and clothes! Thank you Helen, what a great day! It
took over seven hours, but no section felt too taxing ... how bad can the race be! …
So a week later, Graham and I went round the same section once more. It was interesting to
compare mental notes with the first recce as you spot different features and more firmly cement the
route in your mind. This recce also went very well; Graham and I were in full gentlemen’s banter
mode (it’s a miracle we got any running done at all!), and we corrected a mistake that Helen and I
made on Fan Nedd (Sorry Helen, we missed the Trig Point – no climb for you!). I also purposely
practiced making myself eat a half-wrap every hour on the hour without fail, interspersed with gels
and 9-Bars. Oh! And we also located the tasty putrid sheep in Llyn y Fan Fawr that Helen and I had
found on the first recce. You could still see Helen’s teeth marks in its gamey haunch:
Evidence of
the King’s
savage
feasting

You mustn’t let him
have it Master! Nice
hobitses!

Fan Nedd’s
fine hero!

Add your own caption here

Now only the “middle” section required a recce – so both of my faithful hill-buddies Graham and
Helen joined me for this last one. This day taught us another important lesson by forcing us how to
navigate within dense clag on the tops of the peaks – this worked best by Graham and I cross-

checking our bearings particularly when descending from Fan Fawr (Peak 2). The ascent up to Fan
Frynych was a turning point for me: on Graham’s expert advice I had borrowed walking poles from
David Crossland to try out the hills. So I decided to really see how these could help on our last steep
ascent of the day. Head down, plant, push, plant, push, pant, plant, push … and the climb’s over so
soon! Admittedly, I wouldn’t consider a 5k-race level of effort on race day but it was interesting to
see what could be done with the poles. My legs had barely noticed the ascent! I had to wait for four
or five minutes for Helen and Graham to catch up (they were still talking to me!). A final small
amount of navigation leads us back to the Storey Arms and Pont Ar Daf meaning that the entire
route had been recced!
RACE DAY
It’s Friday 4th September, and as we set off from Bristol Graham suggests that I leave my brain in the
fridge. Due to the successful recces I haven’t yet been nervous about this race, but now it’s really
starting to kick in. We arrive a little later than I had hoped, put up tents and coughed down a dinner
amongst a sea of thoughtful faces in the Danywenallt Youth Hostel’s dining room. Antony and
Jonathan had already set up camp before we arrived, so are well on their way to bedding down as
Graham and I return back to our tents to get sorted out for the night and morning. Inevitably I
perform the requisite level of pre-race faffing I believe is required so as to leave nothing to chance
(and nothing to really think about) when we get up at 3:45 a.m. Race start is at 5 a.m.
A half-bleary doze dreaming of mountains and streams is dissipated by the alarm – action stations!
Shorts, compression socks, bag, bumbag (wraps, gels and bars), headtorch, jacket and … poles! Also,
Jo had made me (from scratch) an awesome bottle holder for my water filter bottle – I hadn’t been
able to find a 750 ml bottle holder in time before race day. There seems barely time to stuff in a light
breakfast of a Chia Charge bar and mug of tea before we’re assembled at the start line and dibbing
in – we’re on our way!

The start line.

4:55 a.m.

Graham and I spark up the usual banter on the short road section before the first climb to Twyn Du,
then quiet descends; the night punctuated mostly by heavy breathing (!), grunting (!!) and the
sound of feet squelching in the boggy turf. The first climb to the cairn on Carn Pica is the longest and
as we head over Waun Rydd we are greeted by a grey, murky half-dawn. A near navigational error is
avoided and we now run along at a nice steady pace, with Graham in front.
A short while before the descent to the Neuadd Reservoirs, I notice that Graham seems to be sliding
around more than normal (he’s not even been on the ale yet), so we stop to take stock. Oh, one of
Graham’s shoes has split apart – the upper has ripped away from the sole on one side. Immediate
thought: Is he going to have to DNF? Will I have to continue on for another fifty miles on my own?!
In true hero style Graham does not walk but runs on down towards the reservoirs so we can at least
reach Checkpoint 1 and assess from there. Then, lo and behold – we find some blue bale twine and a
robust repair is quickly effected (scouts – take note). So we walk and jog towards Corn Du and
descend to Check Point 1. I resolve one of my ultra-issues thanks to Powys County Council (they
never shut the public toilets at the Pont Ar Daf car park!), we grab a handful of nuts, Clif Shot Gels
and head on up to Fan Fawr (Peak 1). Good visibility and the careful recceing is paying off as we
make good progress round to Fan Lila (Peak 2) and descend down to Check Point 2 feeling quite
fresh (about 18 miles). Here the short course splits and carries on up the Sarn Helen Road. We,
however, must press on westwards. I have become official “food monitor” for us both, so every hour
I bark at Graham to eat something. Pastrami and sauerkraut wraps are the ultra-fuel of choice (try
it!). The long gentle section to Penwyllt (SWCC cottages) along the Beacons Way passes pleasantly,
although we are forced to walk more than normal as Graham’s shoe is threatening to disintegrate
further.

The awesome homemade bottle holder

A happy
Graham,
despite a
dodgy shoe!

After eight hours, reaching Check Point 3 at Penwyllt is very welcome (24.5 miles), and we take full
advantage of a feast of chilli and rice, pasta, more nuts, tea and lemon drizzle cake served up by
fantastically cheerful volunteers in fancy dress (Graham makes a new friend – he thought her name
was Pocahontas). I think I am starting to get addicted to the wonderfully thick Clif Shot gels;
raspberry is good, but the chocolate one is like a spoon of Nutella! Just before we leave I see the
welcome sight of Graham’s shoe completely wrapped up with a huge wad of white Duck tape!
After a short walk to deal with the fierce savoury burping we gently pick our way down to the main
road (near the Dan-yr-Ogof Showcaves) as we prepare ourselves for the big climb up to Bannau Sir
Gaer. Uphill sections seem to generate ridiculous banter – we discuss TACH, sheep and moistened
gateaux until our heads are spinning.

What sort of yellow
water is this??!!

All clag has now blown off as we ascend to Fan
Brycheiniog to bag our third peak at 3 p.m. in the
afternoon. We happily trot out to Bannau Sir Gaer
(Peak 4) and back over Fan Brycheiniog without
incident, and we’re happy that we are now
“mentally heading back” towards Talybont.
Graham’s shoes seem to be okay, for now.

Unfortunately Helen’s snacky-sheep-treat seems to have been removed from the lake, so dejected
and hungry we trek on to descend towards the un-named peak. This feels harder than on the recce
as I think our route choice leaves a little to be desired – we had found every hidden pocket of water
and marsh, and we welcomed another nosebag at Check Point 4.
So here it is: Mount Doom. A re-tie of the bale twine ensures Graham’s shoe is all ready for the next
challenge and once again we climb skywards … the poles really help on this one. Now we’ve finished
this peak (Peak 5), we both agree that we may just be able to finish the course (we’ve been out
nearly fourteen hours)!
I hit a major low as we navigate incorrectly to find a short cut to reach the trig point on Fan Nedd
(peak 6). I’m starting to feel nauseous and wobbly so correct it with two Torq gels and a wrap. Phew,
rescued that! Now it’s getting dark so on with the headtorch. We were hoping to reach the Storey
Arms before nightfall but ‘tis not to be. Up ahead we spot lights on the road at Maen Lila and reach
it to find that the race organisers have driven a Land Rover round to provide an unofficial food stop
for the later runners out on the course (yes, we are somewhere towards the back of the field). These
guys seem like angels to us and thus provide a much-need boost as we just want to get back to the
Storey Arms to do the “final” section!
We weave along the Sarn Helen Road in the dark and reach our next ascent to Fan Frynych – this is
one where you can legally go straight up the steep gorsey hillside to knock probably a mile off the
course. Okay, we’ve made Fan Frynych (Peak 7) in 17 hours – In my mind it’s mentally not a long way
to go, but this section down to the Storey Arms contains a rough rocky path with an interesting
shoe-mashing camber (can Graham’s sole (!) make it?). We make the Storey Arms (Checkpoint 5)
after a few twine-retying stops but time is marching on – we really want to finish inside twenty-four
hours, but I’m still confident we can make it; after all the last section over Pen y Fan is
straightforward … isn’t it?
After a few quick tortilla chips, nuts and tea we decide to take the main Beacons Way (motorway
path) up to Pen Y Fan as the other suggested path to Corn Du has a descent in the middle (why why
why would I want to consider descending and re-ascending!). This ascent feels surreal as we ascend
towards the ominous bulk of Corn Du, Pen y Fan and the moon. It’s now past midnight as we trudge
up to reach the summit of Pen y Fan around 1 a.m.
As I look over the edge of the rocky sandstone descent off Pen y Fan and see Graham’s light below
bobbing like a firefly I realise that I am starting to feel quite weary – I am starting to envisage my
tent and a lovely warm airbed … but it’s only ten miles – Less than two TACH runs right? Right.
The descents and climbs between Pen y Fan, Cribyn and Fan y Big are tougher than I remember: they
jar the knees with their two foot stone drops and weird jagged angles. You also cannot see the next
peak in front. At the bottom of the ascent to Cribyn Graham very suddenly realises that he is cold,
but isn’t able to work out how to put his jacket on so needs help from me. We are then joined by
four or five other competitors and new camaraderie keeps the collective group going – “Have you
done this before?”, “Are you doing UTMB” (thanks for the complement), “Do you want a gel?”. And
Graham is now very concerned indeed about the state of BOTH his shoes (yes, the other shoe ripped
some way back); the twine needs constant retying.

We have a little fun on Fan y Big (Peak 10) as we blunder about searching for the dibbing-machine
on this, the final peak. The buggers have hidden it in a circular cairn! Between Fan y Big and Bwlch y
Ddwyallt (short course peak 10), a couple of “sweepers” catch up our group so confirming that we
are indeed at the back of the race! They drop back and we continue round what seems to be the
longest ridge ever.
Have you ever had a dream in which you’re trying to run but your progress feels like you’re moving
through treacle and you’ll never reach the end? It’s now become a little like that as we have to hop
up and down the big rifts in the peat bogs on Waun Rydd. I’m feeling a little queasy again, my knees
hurt, my hips ache a bit, Graham’s heels are painful (it turns out that his socks had worn through)
and my bed is calling, calling, calling … A steep painful slippery descent below the cairn at Carn Pica
levels out and easy jogging can (just about) re-commence. I’m praying that Graham’s shoes can last
out the last two miles as we’re still hoping to finish in less than 24 hours. Walk, jog, walk, jog, get
over Twyn Du … I think I can see the moon reflecting on the Talybont reservoir, not far now. Descend
on painful legs on a green grassy carpet, scatter the sheep (Josephine and Edgar), hit the stony path,
ignore the unhelpful marshal (why couldn’t he open the gate for us?), and attempt to run on
concrete down to the road and the reservoir.
We now realise that we’ve passed 5 a.m. (24 hours) but we’re just pleased to have made it. We
stamp along the road by the reservoir and become drawn in moth-like to the youth hostel and the
finish line lights.
We’ve done it! We have bloody well done it Graham! 56 miles! We are congratulated and garnished
with our medals and I am really trying not to cry. 24 hours 10 minutes and 51 seconds. And 3 UMTB
Points! Graham is a legend for enduring the course with broken shoes!

Is it terminal
Doctor?

‘tis but a
flap!

Weary cheery victory is ours!

After Graham’s shoes receive suitable surgery (amputation), we thank the race officials and limp off
to our damp but very welcome beds … as I sit in the tent door peeling off my compression socks I see
the headtorches of other runners still coming in to the finish and am quietly pleased that we are not
actually the last in!
Crawl in to a sleeping bag, shiver, and drift off!

I am awoken at 9 a.m. by the sound of Jonathan Gledson recounting the “fun” he and Antony had
out on the course – Jonathan struggled with ingesting enough calories so spent about forty-five
minutes in the race ambulance being rehydrated … and then managed to continue on up Mount
Doom (hero!). Antony also struggled and was sick as well en route. But they still both finished
(together) in less than twenty-one hours! Perhaps if Graham and I had been able to push round
quicker we may have encountered other issues, but the shoe-enforced gentle pace meant that no
particular sections were too unpleasant.
Low points? For me, the minor nausea and navigational error on Fan Nedd was the only real
temporary low; there were no why-the-hell-am-I-doing-this-stupid-thing moments at any point.
High points? Feeling quite good for the majority of the route, the awesome scenery, the
camaraderie, and sticking together with a fellow TACHster for moral support whilst being out on the
hills for one entire day! Somewhere after Fan y Big Graham and I agreed that we could theoretically
(shoe-dependent) do maybe another 5 to 10 miles without injury or brain-breakdown.
I really wasn't entirely sure what to expect when linking the entire 56 miles together in one go!
Assuming we've gained our 3 UTMB points ... then ... we should have qualified for the CCC around
Mont Blanc! Yay!

Thanks go out to everyone who helped me
get round - you know who you are! Check
out the greasy fatty lardy pignut meal I had
at the Bishops Tavern on Sunday afternoon!
And thank goodness for walking poles Huge thanks to David Crossland for these!
So … who’s up for it next year then? Come
on all! Sam and Helen said they would
definitely do it … at least I think that’s what
they said ;-) … (no pressure folks) …

The Preseli Beast, advertised as a tough 23.5 miles over the Preseli Hills. There was also to be a
shorter version called the ‘Beast Bach' a mere 10 miles.
| liked the look of it and spoke to Steve, to see if he'd be interested. Steve can never resist a
challenge so obviously he was and we entered. A little later Neil Taylor entered as well. Jacqui being
a woman was interested but ummed and ahhed until it was nearly too late and finally entered with
seconds to spare.
We travelled up to Wales in Neil's spacious Audi A4 estate. Well it was spacious in the front, in the
back Steve and I had Skip stretched out across our laps!
Travelling to Wales on a Friday is always a drawn out affair because of the traffic. After four hours
driving, we arrived about 9 o'clock and had a meal and a beer in the 'Old Post Office'. At about half

ten we met Caz at the village hall. He had kindly arranged for us to have a space on the hall floor for
the night.
A fairly comfortable night was spent in one of the side rooms of the village hall. I'd managed to
procure some camp beds so we didn't have to rough it on mats on the floor.
We were up about seven the next morning, which gave us plenty of time for a breakfast and to pack
our kit away before the rest of the runners arrived to register.
What to carry nutrition wise is always a problem on this type of endurance event. It's not like a
normal marathon where a few gels will get you by. Energy expenditure is much higher in mountain
races, so you need something more filling. I worked out that I needed 60 grammes of carbs per hour.
So I allowed myself a Gel, a mini Mars Bar and a ‘Nutrigrain' bar per hour. As you're already carrying
waterproofs and a litre of water, the weight adds up. Another difference from normal marathons is
that you run with a pack on your back.
Registration opened at half past eight. Numbers were issued alphabetically and I was given Race
Number One. Jacqui and I started to “people watch' as more and more runners turned up. We both
quickly came to the conclusion that there were some serious people here! One woman had been to
the top of Everest and some other guys had done the Dragons Back Race, which takes in all the high
points between North and South Wales. Everywhere there were people with calves like knotted
rope. There were fell runners from all over, they'd come all the way from the lakes and Yorkshire,
from London, I even heard some German being spoken! We felt a little ‘out-classed’ to say the least.
There were no ‘Fun Runners' here!!
Shortly before the start time we walked a kilometre or so along the road to the start where we had
the usual race briefing and set off almost exactly on time.
As I feared, the start went off like scalded cats and I was left toddling along at the back. I'd decided
that my aim was to ‘survive' and to complete the course. This was going to be a ‘challenge’ and not a
‘race' for me!

CP6 to CP7 (Layby) Yet another cheerful marshal and her kids blowing horns greet you.'See the cars
in the distance? Away you go". Another shortish leg, with a marshy downhill past some prehistoric
standing stones and a slight rise through the gorse taking us to the cars at the lay by.
CP7 to CP8 (Foel Cwmcerwyn — highest point in Pembrokeshire!) Follow the muddy footpath
traversing under the big hill and follow the wands." After traversing for a few kilometres the wands
took you straight up a very steep, seemingly endless climb until you arrive at the cairn at Foel
Feddau, manned by some very windswept gentlemen! ‘See the 2 figures on that high point by there?
That's where you're going’ It looked worse than it was. At this point the wind seemed to pick up
even more, forcing me to put on my jacket as I could feel any heat I had being sucked out of me in
the cold wind. In no time at all I was standing on Foel Cwmcerwyn. The marshal was extolling about
the view in every direction. I was only interested in the finish, which lay far in the distance.

CP8 to Finish (Maenclogoch Village Hall) A few
hundred metres steeply down to another marshal
who directed us along a fence line through a generally
marshy area for a couple of kilometres. You pick up a
track, which takes you to another marshal who directs
you down to a road crossing. Into the ‘Beast's Lair', a
swampy forestry block. The footpath has been
improved with sleepers laid to keep you out of the
mud. Out of the forest and onto a gravel farm track.
Onto the road at the edge of the village and a lovely
run down through the cheering crowds to the finish!
A really welcome mug of tea, a slab of fruit cake and a
bowl of Cawl went down very well whilst we watched
the prize giving. We all received a coveted Preseli
Beast T Shirt, a slate coaster and a nice goody bag. The
highlight for us Fromies was when Jacqui's name was
called out for the First FV45 Prize. That made the
whole trip really worth while. To take away a first
prize was phenomenal, given the quality of the people
entering.

The Results for Frome were: Steve Frankl (MS) 4:07:12 (16th overall), Jacqui Betts 5:15:08
(1st FV45), Neil Taylor (MV40) 5:15:09 and Mark Aston (MV60) 6:06:00
A bit of trivia, The race is advertised as 23.5 miles, in actuality it is nearer 24 as the crow flies, not
taking into account any height lost and gained. Related to a ‘flat' race it comes out as nearly 30
miles.
This was the inaugural Preseli Beast Race and as such had only 50 runners. It was a raging success
and I'm sure will become one of the classic must — do' races in the Fell Racing Calendar. There is a
shorter version called the ‘Beast Bach' (Baby Beast). This is equally hard but over a shorter distance
of about 10 miles. It's one of those great races which make you wonder what the hell you are doing
at the time, but within a day or so you're waiting for entries to open again.

Top Tips from Simon Whittle


If your down sleeping bag is smelling distinctly manky, don’t try to wash it yourself. Lifting it
when wet will strain the internal seams and they are difficult to dry without a really big
tumble drier. A friend of mine washed his and left it on a rack over the bath whilst we went
climbing for the weekend; when we got back on Sunday night, the whole flat smelled like
someone was storing rotting badgers. Instead, send it to a specialist cleaning service: it’s not
cheap but the bag will be transformed. I have used Franklins in Sheffield, which was
recommended by Rab and Mountain Equipment, but they closed down a few years ago.
Luckily, their specialist machinery was bought by Elite
(http://www.elitecleaningandaftercare.co.uk/). Rab also offers its own in-house service.



Retire your favourite trail shoes a couple of months earlier than necessary, wash and dry
them, and stick them in the boot of the car, along with a pair of socks. That way, you’ll
always have something for your feet if you forget you main shoes on a Thursday night.



If you need advice on whether your shoes will manage ‘just one more run’, don’t ask Graham
or Lucien.



Always carry a spare pair of laces, some cable ties, a pencil with some duct tape wrapped
around it, a small pack of tissues and couple of dog poo bags. It’s amazing what you
problems you can solve with these few items.



Keep a scrap of carpet, an old car mat or a piece of Karrimat in the boot of your car. They are
great to stand on when changing your shoes in a gravelly or muddy car park in the middle of
winter.



A medium-size synthetic towel (often going cheap in Black or Go Outdoors) is brilliant for
drying-off after a run and for removing the “TACH tan” from your calves.

